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Motivation
NFC and RFID tags are often used to uniquely identify individual objects (e.g. by giving each object a unique serial
number). These unique IDs (UIDs) that are typically burnt into NFC tags during manufacturing are regularly misused for the purpose of authentication (given the assumption no tag can change its UID). For instance, many access
control systems rely on the UID to grant access to buildings. Similarly, the UID is often used to verify that a specific
tag was scanned with a mobile device. However, this means that any such system can be tricked by creating a
malicious tag that transmits the same serial number as an original tag [1]. Hence, the UID on its own is unusable
for the purpose of authentication.
Several products exist that could (at least partially) fulfill authentication purposes. MIFARE Ultralight C and
MIFARE DESFire allow mutual authentication based on a symmetric key (shared secret). This is suitable in scenarios where the shared secret can be sufficiently protected. However, if the authenticity of a tag should be verified
by an app on a mobile device, the shared secret would need to be stored within the app to permit offline verification. Hence an attacker may be able to retrieve this shared secret by dissecting the app.
NXP’s new NTAG21x tags [5, 6] provide an ECC based signature over the tag serial number (UID). This supposedly
provides a means to authenticate the tag. However, a closer look at the signature feature reveals, that a static signature (based on a private key only known to the tag manufacturer) is stored on the tag during manufacturing.
Hence, the signature only prevents creation of arbitrary UIDs but not the duplication of UIDs with known signature.
Consequently, tags where both the UID and the static signature are known can still be cloned.
HID Trusted Tag Services [7] are a means specifically designed for authenticating NFC tags. However, this system
relies on an online backed that does the actual authenticity verification. Tags cannot simply be verified offline
within an app.
Consequently, it seems as there is currently no solution available that provides authenticity verification for NFC
tags that can be used in an offline fashion (i.e. without communication with a backend server).

Objective
The goal of this master’s thesis is to implement an NFC Forum Type 4 tag on top of the Java Card platform (a readymade implementation like [8] could be used as a starting point) that provides support for authenticity verification.
Tag authentication should be implemented using challenge-response authentication (using dedicated commands
beyond the Type 4 Tag Operation specification) and counter-based one-time authentication codes embedded in
NDEF URI records (cf. [7]). Different authentication methods (i.e. symmetric/asymmetric, different algorithms,
key strengths, etc.) should be implemented and compared. The thesis should evaluate the different implementations with regard to their strengths and weaknesses (in particular: (offline) validatability on mobile phones, execution times, and potential communication problems due to power-intensive operations).
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